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Abstract
We discuss the need for natural language systems to have a more flexible,
conversational ability to interact with the user particularly for problem-solving
dialogue. In particular, such systems need to have their own goals in addition to
respondmg to the user's requests and the linguistic ability to manage such goals 10
the dialogue. We discuss some motivations for taking the initiative, the information
necessary to do it, and present a partial solution to a subproblem. The approach is
exemplified by output from our experimental dialogue ADVISOR which functions as
an academic advisor to students.
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Introduction
In order for

natural

language interfaces to computer systems such as

database, cai, help, and expert systems, to be more effective they need to develop
more

conversational

abilities.

Human/human

problem-solving

dialogues

are

characterized by a more flexible, give-and-take interplay between the participants
than is true of the typical examples of these systems.

In particular, it is seldom

the case in natural dialogue that one conversant asks all the questions while the
other provides all the answers.

In this paper we consider what would be necessary

to enable an automated advice-giving system to shift from respondent to the more
active, questioning position in a dialogue, some reasons why it might be desirable
for a system to do so, and how it might accomplish such a maneuver, a problem
which has not previously been addressed.
We propose a solution for initiative-taking as part of a system that carries
on a dialogue as a cooperative problem-solver.

Such a system will have goals of its

own to fulfill in addition to its intention to respond to the user.

For instance, a

medical advisor such as MYCIN, in addition to its intention to answer the user's
questions, might have a goal of determining that all of the tests relevant to
patient in question have been administered.

~he

\Ve assume that it is desirable to

permit the user to guide the discussion as much as possible.

When it happens

however, that a goal of the user comes into conflict with one of the system's goals
the system should have the ability to take the active role to advise the user of the
apparent conflict.

In addition, the system ought to be able to decide whether the

signs of a conflict in goals are strong enough to indicate that the system should
completely take control of the dialogue and address the conflict, continue in its
present role of replying to the user's request while alerting the user to the potential
problem, or of ignoring the conflict and simply continuing to respond to the user's
request.

A system which was unable to scale its response in this manner would run

the risk of frustrating the user by taking control too frequently on the one hand or
of failing to fulfill its Gricean responsibility of completeness on the other.

We

present a method for detecting one type of such goal conflict and choosing among
the alternative responses to it.
experimental dialogue system.

We also include details of the implementation in an
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We chose student advising as a domain for problem-solving because it is
rich in the kind of flexible, conversational behavior we wish to simulate.

Our

approach was first to collect and examine transcripts of student/advisor dialogues.
'rVe then implemented the model of discourse behavior in an experimental system
. system,

ADVISOR,

which

ADVISOR is deslgned

functions

basically

as

as a

a

faculty

advisor

of

question-answering system,

undergraduates.
but

with

an

additional component, the discourse manager, interposed between the parser and the
surface generator whose function is to manage shifts in dialogue roles.

Related Work
Previous work in natural language relates to ours
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several ways.

There

are several experimental front-ends to databases, that have some ability to take the
initiative and ask questions of the user.

These include Codd's RENDEZVOUS [78]

and Pazzani's KNOBS system [83], both frame-based systems.

While these systems

can generate requests to the user for the additional information necessary to form a
successful query against the database, they cannot vary their response depending
upon circumstances and their interventions are restricted to domain-level inquiries
alone and not communication-level goals.
Our work presupposes an ability to monitor and effect changes in the tOPlC
along the lines suggested by the work of Grosz [77] and by the concept of context

spaces in the work of' Reichman [78].

Grosz and Reichman did not consider

changes in the roles of initiator and reactor.

The Roles of Initiator and Reactor
The speaker's choice during his turn is between two linguistic roles which
we distinguish as follows:
1.

inittator- controls the conversation during a segment of dialogue, by
asking questions, requesting information, or by informing as stage-setting
for either of the previous goals. The dominant expectation is that the
other conversant in the dialogue will respond to the direction supplied by
the initiator.
In example 1 the student is the initiator from the
beginning until the professor's second turn when the latter takes the
initiator role.

2. reaetor- responds to the questions or requests for information from the
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initiator or makes back-channel responses that indic2. : his continuation
of the reactor role without contributing content (e.g. .: :timhmm").
It is important to note that these roles may change independently of turn
and topic changes.

In example 2 below, for example, the advisor changes the toPIC

and his role within his last turn from reactor to initiator.

Other examples from

our data include cases in which a conversant preserves his initiator or reactor role
over several turns, introduces a new topic without changing his role, or preserves
the same topic over a role change.

Motivations for Taking the Initiative
There are anum ber of reasons for a cooperative, problem-solving system
such as an automated advisor to take the initiative.

These include

• clarification: to ask a quest;"n to resolve a
example. Occurs in turn 4 of ,_.'..l.mple 1 below.
• request for additional information:
query from the user.

pronoun reference,

for

as, in reply to an underspecified

• correct a misconception: system should correct misconception implied
user's question.
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• redirect discussion: to introduce a new topic or problem that the user
should know about. Occurs in turn 4 of example 2 below.
• identify conflict between user's goal and system's: for ir.·· ~ ... "~, 10
advising domain, student may wish to pursue some action
:l the
system knows would hurt the student's schedule.

STIJDENT:
PROF:

urn yes.

I didn't take Fortran language.

urnhrn.

STIJDENT: I only took Pascal. If I take that would I get a credit for
it? It'8 a beginning course.
PROF:

To take another 1000'1

S1TJDENT: uh huh
PROF:
S1TJDENT:

no
no?
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PROF:

no
Example 1. from transcripts
Taking Initiative for Clarification

S1UDENT:

ok um, how about computer arts-video games
which one do you think will be betlerf

PROF:

Well it depends on what you are interested
in. Computer arts-video games actually it's
an introduction to computer graphics.
umhm

S1UDENT:

And il you are interested in computer_graphic8
this is your chance to learn about it. Uh,
if you are interested in computer networks you
should take the other one.
/fJausej
'Let me lirst check up. Do you have all your
prerequisites 'I Let's go through the list:
You have calc [, ...

PROF:

Example ~ from the transcripts
Taking Initiative to Redirect Discussion
The last two motivations may both be. considered taking the initiative
because of a conflict in goals.

In redirecting discussion the intervention by the

system is likely to be more extended than when it detects a conflict or requires
clarification.

In this paper we will present a partial solution to the problem of

taking the initiative because of a conflict in goals about domain-level actions.

Information Needed to Manage Roles
In order to manage shifts in the initiator and reactor roles the system needs
to

maintain

the

following

information

which

together we

call

the

"discourse

positIOn" of a conversant:
1. role: which may be one of either the initiator or the responder. This
information is necessary because if one of the system's plans calls for
asking a question or introducing a new topic, for instance, the system
must choose the appropriate linguistic means depending on which role it
is currently filling.
2. topic: by this we mean a local subtopic whose change may be marked
by the linguistic means suggested by Reichman [78], for instance. The
advising system needs to know the topic because if its new goal involves
a shift in topic it might need to signal the shift linguistically to preserve
coherence.
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3. eurrent speeeh aet: this is the goal of the utterance the conversant is
currently forming and may be to answer a question, to ask a question,
or other speech act(s).
The current speech act may come from the
default associated with the role (e.g. "answer" for the reactor) or be
provided by some knowledge based-component in the system.
4. domain-goal: if the conversant is the initiator he may also have some
extended domain-level goal which he is pursuing of which the current
speech act forms a single step.
For an advisor such an extended
domain-goal might be to ask a series of questions to determine which
courses the student has already taken, for example.
In addition to the discourse position the system has a set of goals or plans
of its own, the activation of which provide the stimulus for taking the initiative.
There are two types of these. An opportunistic plan which is triggered by some
aspect of the last utterance of the user that calls for action by the advising system.
A pronoun reference that cannot be resolved would activate a plan to ask a
clarification questIon, for instance. The implemented example in the next section is
. another case.

The system may also have one or more session-level plans which are

goals which it is committed to achieve during the session regardless of which issues
the user raises.

In the student advising domain a system might have a goal of

verifying that the student has a workable schedule for the coming semester which it
will address even if the student does not.

Responding to a Conflict in Goals- An Example
We now consider an example from the operation of ADVISOR in which the
system detects a conflict between the user's goal and its own by means of an
opportunistic system plan.

The system, initially in the role of reactor responding to

the user's questions, must decide among its options of continuing to answer the
questions, answering while pointing out the conflict, or taking the initiative and
addressing the conflict directly.

On the basis of an evaluation of the strength of its

belief in the violation it will choose the appropriate one among a set of responses

to becomes its new current speech act.

Here we have assumed a segment of

discourse about a single topic and so have not implemented a method of monitoring
and shifting topic.

In this example ADVISOR does not have a domain-goal.
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The relevant system resources utilized
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this mini-dialogue include

an

opportunistic plan called check-prerequisites which attempts to verify that a student
has satisfied the prerequisites for a course that he appears to be interested
taking.

In

In order to be able to make inferences about such things as when a

student intends to take a course without sa.jcing so explicitly the system has a
database of likely student plans to which it applies an inferencing method after
Perrault and Allen [80].

This inferencing method has been extended to produce

inferences which are sometimes definite as well as the plausible ones produced by
Perrault and Allen's rules.
McKeown et al. [85].)

(For a fuller description of this aspect of the system see

For checking prerequisites it has a list of courses the student

is known to have taken although it does not assume the list to be complete.
Depending on the contents of the list ADVISOR can decide that the belief that a
student has not taken a particular prerequisite course, i.e. the "violation," is
definite or plausi ble.
Since ADVISOR'S belief that the student is actually purSUing the inferred
plan and the belief that he has violated a precondition of the plan can both be
either "definite' or "plausible" the various possibilities can be ordered in this way
from weakest to strongest:

Case I: plan = plausible
violation = plausible

<

<

Case II: plan = dennite
violatlon= plausible

<

Case ill: plan = plausible
violation = dennlte

Case IV: plan = dennlte
violation = dennite

Figure 1: Ordering or Intervention Cases
According to Strength or Belter
The available responses can also be ordered by strength as follows:

Answer only

<

<

Answer

Answer

+

+

Question

Warning

<

<

Question only

Warning only

Figure 2: Ordering or Possible Responses
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Our solutIOn

IS

then to map the responses to the cases
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the following

manner:

Case I:
Case ll:
Case m:
Case IV:

Answer only
Answer + question or Question only
Answer + warning
Warning only

Figure 3: Responses Tallored to Situation
Examples for each of the cases have been implemented.
ADVISOR'S output for an example of CASE 11

Figure 4 shows

Initially ADVISOR'S discourse

position shows that it is in the role of reactor and its (default) current speech act
is to answer.

It has no current domain-goal and the topic is (and will continue to

be) prerequisites.

The student's question about who is teaching nIp would be

sufficient for the system to infer that the student plausibly has the goal of selecting
nip.

Since he announces this goal explicitly it becomes definite.

When the

student's plan of selecting a course is inferred ADVISOR'S opportunistic plan chec'kprerequisites fires.

The check-prerequisites plan tries to determine whether, in this

case, the student has taken ai, the prerequisite to nIp.

It can not determine

whether he has or not and so marks the violation, the failure to take ai, as
plausible.

It can now determine that the situation corresponds to CASE II and

+

chooses the answer

question option for ADVISOR'S next current speech act.

Since its new current speech act involves asking a question the system must now
take the initiative and so marks the role slot in its new discourse position as
initiator and updates the current speech act slot.

The other slots do not change.

The

to the surface generator

current speech

act would then

transformation into English.

be

passed

for

(Since the interface between the discourse manager

and surface generator has not yet been established ADVISOR'S only output in this
case is a deep structure representation of the response for which we have supplied a
gloss in Figure 4.)

ADVISOR's prior knowledge: list or courses taken by student does not
Include artlnclal intell1gence which is the prerequisite for nip.
ADVISOR's current discourse position:
role reactor)
topic prereqs)
current-speech-aet answer)
domain-goal nil)

I
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student: I want to take nip.

Hlho is teaching nip this semester?

tnferred goal: (select c:nlp)
strength of bener in inferred goal: dennite
strength of belier In violation or prerequistte: plaustble
ADVISOR'S new discourse position:
role initIator~
topic prereqs
current-speec -act «answer) (coJ;1J but)
(askir (taken (agent user)
(object c:ai»))))
(domain-goal n1l)

l

ADVISOR: {{answerJ. (conj

~ut)

(object c:a.)))}

{a ski! {taken {agent user}

;; Mckeown, but have you taken ai?

Ftgure 4: ADVISOR system output
Showing Taking or InittatIve: Case II
By contrast if the student had asked simply, "Who is teaching nip this
semester?"

The same inferences about plan anti violation would have occurred, but

with a belief-level in each case of plausible and a response including a question
about prerequisites would be inappropriate.

ADVISOR would therefore only answer

the question.

Future Work
Having shown an example of initiative-taking for an opportunistic plan, we
would like to add one or more session-level plans.

Such a plan will determine

when and how the system should take over the dialogue in a more extended way.
In addition to taking the initiative the model of role handling should be
developed toward complete manipulation of the initiator and reactor roles including
seizure, maintenance, surrender, and abandonment of each role.

Conclusion
We have discussed the desirability of nl systems that can be flexible enough
to engage in dialogue with the user both by responding to the user and by
addressing its own goals.

For this purpose such a system needs the ability to

change its role from responder to initiator.

An example of a conflict in goals was

presented from the output of an automated advisor and a student user in which the
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system demonstrates its ability to recognize the conflict and grade its response
according to the apparent severity of situation.

Thus, we have presented the

information needed for the change in linguistic roles, some motivations for doing so,
- and a means that the system can use to accomplish it.
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